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SHORT RUNS 

 

Abstract 

In this paper we evaluate the statistical performance of various adaptive control schemes, 

which are implemented for monitoring the process mean in finite production runs. We 

develop formulas for the computation of a variety of indices, which reflect the statistical 

properties of the quality control mechanism of a production process, which is conducted 

through several one-sided, Bayesian x  control charts. Moreover, through our numerical 

study we evaluate the statistical performance of the economically designed adaptive x  

control charts, in comparison with their static counterpart. Surprisingly, we find out that 

very often Bayes-n x  chart - with adaptive sample sizes but constant sampling intervals - 

performs better than the other Bayesian control charts, from a statistical point of view. 

 

Key words: Quality Management, Statistical Process Control, Adaptive - Bayesian Control 

Charts, Economic Design, Statistical Properties 
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1. Introduction 

Statistical process control (SPC) is performed using several types of control charts, which 

are mostly designed using statistical criteria. More specifically, according to the statistical 

design approach, the chart parameters, namely the control limit coefficient k, sample size n 

and sampling interval h, are determined considering the desired probabilities of type I and II 

errors and/or Average Run Lengths. However, many researchers have pointed out that this 

design method may have undesirable consequences on the total cost associated with 

production process monitoring. 

The alternative design technique, namely the economic optimization of control charts, is 

viewed with skepticism by many researchers in the SPC field, mainly because it often leads to 

monitoring schemes with high false-alarm rates. The two trends compromise through the 

economic-statistical control chart design, where both statistical criteria as well as costs 

associated with the monitoring procedure are taken into consideration in order to find the 

most effective control charts. 

This paper is focused on the economically optimal Bayesian control charts, namely 

control charts where the economically optimal monitoring and control scheme are based on 

the systematic update of the knowledge about the state of the process after every sampling 

inspection by means of Bayes’ theorem. Aiming at the convergence between economically 

and statistically designed control charts, we formulate a number of indices, which reflect the 

statistical properties of one-sided Bayesian x  control charts for short production runs. 

Additionally, we conduct an extensive numerical study, through which we evaluate the 

statistical performance of the aforementioned adaptive x  control charts, in comparison with 

their static counterparts. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. The following section contains a brief review of 

the relevant literature, while Section 3 presents the framework of the economic design of 

Bayesian control charts. In Section 4 we develop the statistical measures to be used for the 

performance evaluation of Bayesian charts. Section 5 contains a comparative numerical 

study, while Section 6 sums up our main findings and refers to potential future research. 
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2. Related literature 

Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002) identify two streams of research in the area of adaptive 

control charts: 

a. the classical control chart framework, which adopts a conventional approach but allows 

the sample size and/or the sampling interval to be adaptive so as to optimize selected 

statistical or economic measures of performance; 

b. the Bayesian control charts, which adopt a Bayesian approach in the sense that the 

determination of the optimal control scheme is based on continuously updating the 

knowledge about the state of the process using Bayes’ theorem after every inspection. 

The first stream includes many well-cited publications about: 

 variable sampling interval (VSI) x  control charts, designed with 

o statistical criteria, such as Reynolds et al. (1988), Reynolds and Arnold (1989), 

Reynolds (1989), Runger and Pignatiello (1991), Jensen at al. (2008), or 

o economic criteria, such as Bai and Lee (1998), Yu et al. (2007); 

 variable sample size (VSS) x  control charts, designed with 

o statistical criteria, such as Flaig (1991), Daudin (1992), Costa (1994), Zimmer at al. 

(1998), Castagliola et al. (2012), or 

o economic criteria, such as Flaig (1991), Park and Reynolds (1994); 

 variable sample size and sampling interval (VSSI) x  control charts, designed with  

o statistical criteria, such as Prabhu et al. (1994), Costa (1997), Carot et al. (2002), or 

o economic criteria, such as Park and Reynolds (1999), Niaki et al. (2012); 

 fully adaptive (Vp) x  control charts, designed with 

o statistical criteria, such as Costa (1999), or 

o economic criteria, such as De Magalhães et al. (2001), Costa and Rahim (2001); 

 VSI control charts with run rules, designed with 

o statistical criteria, such as Cui and Reynolds (1988), Reynolds et al. (1988), Amin and 

Letsinger (1991), Bai and Lee (2002), or 
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o economic criteria, such as Das and Jain (1997), Lin et al. (2009); 

 VSI CUSUM control charts, designed with statistical criteria, such as Reynolds et al. 

(1990), Amin and Letsinger (1991); 

 VSS CUSUM control charts, designed with statistical criteria, such as Rendtel (1987), 

Annadi et al. (1995); 

 VSSI CUSUM control charts, designed with statistical criteria, such as Rendtel (1990), 

Arnold and Reynolds (2001)1; 

 VSI EWMA control charts, designed with 

o statistical criteria, such as Amin and Letsinger (1991), Saccucci et al. (1992), Reynolds 

and Arnold (2001), or 

o economic criteria, such as Chou et al. (2006), Chou et al. (2008); 

 VSS EWMA control charts, designed with statistical criteria, such as Reynolds and 

Arnold (2001); 

 VSSI EWMA control charts, designed with  

o statistical criteria, such as Reynolds and Arnold (2001), 

o economic criteria, such as Park et al. (2004). 

There are also many recent publications studying more sophisticated adaptive control charts, 

such as Celano et al. (2006), Zhang and Wu (2007) etc. 

The origins of the second stream go back to the early theoretical papers of Girshik and 

Rubin (1952), Bather (1963) and Taylor (1965). Many years later Tagaras (1996), Calabrese 

(1995), Porteus and Angelus (1997) and Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002) explicitly study 

adaptive control charts using the Bayesian approach. During the last decade there was a 

burst of new publications on various types of Bayesian control charts; a non-exhaustive list 

includes the works of Nikolaidis et al. (2007), Nenes and Tagaras (2007), Makis (2008, 

2009), Celano et al. (2009), Kooli and Limam (2009), Nenes and Panagiotidou (2013) and 

                                                 

1 To the best of our knowledge there are no publications on the economic design of adaptive CUSUM 
charts. 
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Wang and Lee (2015). 

While many papers of the first research stream present performance comparisons of the 

adaptive control charts based on statistical measures such as 

 ATS (average time to signal), 

 ANSS (average number of samples to signal) and 

 ANOS (average number of observations to signal), 

this is not the case with Bayesian control charts, which typically focus on cost considerations. 

Among the exceptions we note the work of Nikolaidis et al. (2007), which determines the 

economically optimal monitoring scheme for a critical stage of the production process at a 

tile manufacturer and at the same time it considers its statistical performance and in 

particular the expected total number of false alarms during a run that stays in-control for its 

entire duration. Similarly, Celano et al. (2009) present an illustrative example in which they 

comment on the statistical properties of the Bayesian control charts that they examine. This 

scarcity of research and applications of statistical measures for Bayesian control charts 

motivated us to work towards the development of the indices that are presented in the 

remainder of this paper. 

 

3. The operation framework of economically designed Bayesian control charts 

The following notation is used in the development of the mathematical models: 

x quality characteristic 

i state of the production process; i  I = {0, 1} 

μi mean of x when the process is in state i. 

σ standard deviation of x 

δ magnitude of the out-of-control shift in the process mean in multiples of σ; δ > 0 

v rate of occurrence of the assignable cause 

H length of production run in time units of continuous operation 
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N number of sampling intervals that remain before the end of the production run or, 

equivalently, the stage of the production process 

H/h the stage that corresponds to the beginning of the production process, i.e. H time 

units before the end of the production run (Figure 1) 

Figure 1:  Sampling instants and division of the production run for static, Bayes and Bayes-n 

control charts 

 

          

         

 

 

L0 cost of a false alarm 

L1 cost of restoring the process after a true alarm 

c sampling and inspection cost per unit 

M expected cost per time unit of operation in the out-of-control state 

f probability of false alarm or, equivalently, type I error 

b type II error 

1-b probability of detecting a shift, when there is an assignable cause 

γ probability of a process shift during a sampling interval when the process is in-

control (i = 0) at the beginning of that interval; γ = 1 – e-vh 

fi( . ) probability density function of a variable when the process is in state i 

Φ( . ) cumulative distribution function of a standard normal variable 

p probability that the process is out-of-control  

pN probability that the process is out-of-control at stage N 

1 Ν-1 Ν Ν+1 H/h-1 

Ν+1 H/h-1 H/h ...... 2 1 Ν ...... 

Number of remaining 
periods until the end of the 

production run 

h h h h 

H/h 

Sampling instants / stages (that remain) 
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α decision whether to continue production (α = 0) or to stop the process and 

investigate if the assignable cause has occurred (α = 1) 

αN decision to continue production or stop the process and investigate it, at stage N 

CN(pN) minimum expected cost at stage N, if the process is out-of-control with probability 

pN 

Similarly to Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002), we study a production process set up for a 

production run of H time units. A quality characteristic, x, which is assumed to be normally 

distributed, is monitored. The process starts in-control (i.e. state i = 0) and while it remains 

in that state the mean of x is μ0 and the standard deviation is σ. The process is subject to the 

random occurrence of an assignable cause that increases the mean of the quality 

characteristic to μ1 = μ0 + δσ, without affecting the standard deviation (state i = 1). It is 

assumed that the time until the occurrence of the assignable cause is exponentially 

distributed with mean 1/ν time units. In the simplest cases (i.e. static or Bayes x  control 

chart), samples of n units are taken at sampling intervals of h time units (Figure 1). The 

sample mean x  is computed and, depending on its value, an alarm may be issued. After each 

alarm the process is stopped to search for the assignable cause and restore it to the in-control 

state if an assignable cause is found indeed. 

Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002) propose to monitor the process by means of the probability 

p that the process is out-of-control, which is updated every time a new sample is collected 

and the sample mean x  is computed. Then, decision α  {0, 1} is made, either to continue 

production (α = 0) or to stop the process and investigate if the assignable cause has occurred 

(α = 1), based on the value of probability p. 

Considering the definitions of N, pN, and )p(C
NN

, the latter is determined for the simplest 

Bayesian control chart (i.e. Bayes x  control chart) recursively for N = 1, 2, …, H/h, from 

     )α,p(Cminxd)α,px(f) ]α,xp[T(C  )α,p(Cmin)p(C NNNaNNNN1NNNαNN NN
    (1) 

where 
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CN(pN,αN) expected total N-period cost if the current (i.e. stage N) decision is αN and an 

optimal policy is followed thereafter 

C(pN,αN) expected cost in the current sampling interval given probability pN and 

decision αN 

 
NN α,pxf  probability density function of x  of the next sample (at stage N-1), given the 

current p and α (at stage N), i.e. pN and αN 

 
NN α,xpT  transformation of p from N to N-1, given decision αN and sample mean x  at 

stage N-1 

If the normal density function of x  when the process is in-control (state 0 - mean μ0) is 

denoted by  xf 0
 and when the process is out-of-control (state 1 - mean μ1) is denoted by 

 xf 1
, then 

 )x(f)γpγp(  )x(f)γpγp1(  ,0)px(f 10   (2) 

 )x(fγ  )x(f)γ(1  ,1)px(f 10  . (3) 

The transformation  
NN α,xpT of the probability pN from stage N to stage N-1, i.e., after the 

next sample mean x  is computed, is obtained using Bayes’ formula as follows: 

 ,0)px(f/)x(f)γpγp(   ,0)xp(T N1NNN   (4) 

 ,1)px(f/)x(fγ   ,1)xp(T N1N  . (5) 

An extension of the basic model allows the possibility of adaptive sample size; after each 

sample mean is recorded, the decision that has to be made is not only whether to continue 

production or to stop and investigate the process, but also the sample size of the following 

sample. The dynamic programming recursive equation for this type of one-sided Bayesian 

chart with adaptive n, namely Bayes-n chart, is  

    


xd)n,α,px(f) ]n,α,xp[T(C  )n,α,p(Cmin)p(C 1NNN1NNN1N1NNNn,αNN 1NN
 (6) 
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where the terms )n,α,p(C
1NNN 

, f( 1NNN n,α,px  ) and T[ 1NNN n,α,xp  ] are dependent on the 

sample size n, which is a decision variable of the Bayes-n chart. 

Figure 2:  Potential sampling instants and division of the production run for Bayes-h and 

Bayes-h-n control charts 

 

          

         

 

 

If the sampling interval h is allowed to be adaptive, the dynamic programming 

formulation gets complicated by the fact that the number of stages (inspections) cannot be 

predetermined (Figure 2). To maintain a similar structure, Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002) 

assumed that the length of any sampling interval is a multiple of the shortest allowable 

sampling interval hmin. Thus, time is discretized so that each discrete time epoch corresponds 

to a potential inspection and the number N of remaining periods until the end of the 

production run is the number of remaining minimum sampling intervals. At each stage N, in 

addition to the decisions α and n (when it is adaptive), the time of the next sample (sampling 

interval hN = r.hmin) must also be chosen. The recursive equation for the Bayesian chart with 

fixed n and adaptive h, which is called Bayes-h chart, is 

     xd)h,α,px(f) ]h,α,xp[T(C  )h,α,p(Cmin)p(C NNNNNNrNNNNh,αNN NN
 (7) 

where r = hN / hmin and the terms )h,α,p(C
NNN

, f( NNN h,α,px ) and T[ NNN h,α,xp ] are 

analogous to the respective terms of the Bayes and Bayes-n charts. 

Finally, when both n and h are adaptive, the dynamic programming recursive equation for 

this fully adaptive Bayes-h-n chart takes its most general form, which is 

1 Ν-1 Ν Ν+1 

H/hmin-1 Ν+1 ...... 2 1 Ν ...... 

hmin Number of remaining 
periods until the end of the 

production run 

hmin hmin hmin 

H/hmin-1 

H/hmin 

H/hmin 

Sampling instants / stages (that remain) 
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 xd)h,n,α,px(f) ]h,n,α,xp[T(C 

 )h,n,α,p(C
min)p(C

NrNNNNrNNNrN

NrNNN

h,n,αNN NrNN

 (8) 

where again r = hN / hmin and )h,n,α,p(C
NrNNN 

, f( NrNNN h,n,α,px  ), T[ NrNNN h,n,α,xp  ] have 

the same meaning and similar form as before. 

 

4. Statistical properties of Bayesian control charts 

The literature review of Section 2 indicates that the statistical behavior of the 

economically designed Bayesian x  control charts has not been evaluated adequately until 

now. In what follows, we develop some statistical indices, which reflect the statistical 

properties of the monitoring mechanism of a short production run through one-sided x  

control charts. These indices are not applicably only to Bayesian x  control charts (namely 

Bayes-h-n, Bayes-h, Bayes-n and Bayes), but also to their static counterpart. 

The statistical indices that we propose are the following: 

 Average Time to Signal or End of the production run, ATSEi(pΝ): the average time 

between stage N (when the production process is in a particular state i  I) and either an 

out-of-control signal or the end of the production run. 

 Average Number of Samples to Signal or End of the production run, ANSSEi(pΝ): the 

average number of samples that are taken during the time interval between stage N 

(when the production process is in a particular state i  I) and either an out-of-control 

signal or the end of the production run. 

 Average Number of Observations to Signal or End of the production run, ANOSEi(pΝ): 

the average number of sampled units during the time interval between stage N (when the 

production process is in a particular state i  I) and either an out-of-control signal or the 

end of the production run. 

For the corresponding static one-sided x  control chart (the design parameters of which 

are denoted hs, ns and ks), the index which is equivalent to ATSEi(pΝ) is ATSEiΝs. It expresses 

the average time between stage N (when the state of the production process is i  I) and 
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either an out-of-control signal or the end of the production run. Similarly, the indices which 

are equivalent to ANSSEi(pΝ) and ANOSEi(pΝ) are ANSSEiΝs and ANOSEiΝs, respectively. 

During the time interval that the above statistical measures are defined, we assume that 

state i of the production process remains unchanged. Moreover, the reader should keep in 

mind that in the comparative analysis of the statistical properties of the different Bayesian 

control charts, we are interested in the aforementioned statistical indices for pΝ = 0, despite 

our need to know their values for all pΝ values. Thus, for brevity, instead of using notations 

ATSEi(pΝ = 0), ANSSEi(pΝ = 0) and ANOSEi(pΝ = 0), we will use ATSEiΝ, ANSSEiΝ and 

ANOSEiΝ, respectively. 

Summarizing, the following abbreviations are used in this paper: 

ATSEiΝs the average time between stage N and either an out-of-control signal or the 

end of the production run, when the state of the production process is i, for 

the static one-sided x  control chart 

ATSEiΝ ATSEi(pΝ = 0) 

ANSSEiΝs the average number of samples taken between stage N and either an out-of-

control signal or the end of the production run, when the process is in a state 

i, for the static one-sided x  control chart 

ANSSEiΝ ANSSEi(pΝ = 0) 

ANOSEiΝs the average number of units sampled between stage N and either an out-of-

control signal or the end of the production run, when the process is in a state 

i, for the static one-sided x  control chart 

ANOSEiΝ ANOSEi(pΝ = 0) 

Considering the definitions of the statistical indices, in case the simple Bayes control chart 

is used ATSE0Ν, ANSSE0Ν and ANOSE0Ν should take as large values as possible, namely 

 ATSE0Ν as close as possible to Ν.h, 

 ANSSE0Ν as close as possible to Ν – 1 and 
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 ANOSE0Ν as close as possible to (Ν - 1).n, 

so as to limit the unnecessary interruptions of the production process. On the other hand, it 

is desired that ATSE1Ν, ANSSE1Ν and ANOSE1Ν take as low values as possible, to avoid long 

operation of the production process in the presence of the unwanted assignable cause. 

As far as Bayes-n control charts are concerned, it is desirable that ATSE0Ν and ANSSE0Ν 

should take as large values as possible, namely: 

 ATSE0Ν as close as possible to Ν.h, 

 ANSSE0Ν as close as possible to Ν – 1, 

so as to redure the false alarms signals (type I errors). At the same time we would prefer 

ATSE1Ν, ANSSE1Ν and ANOSE1Ν to take as low values as possible, to limit the out-of-control 

operation of the production process. The ideal behavior of ANOSE0Ν cannot be determined 

in advance as it is affected by two contradictory factors: i) the need to take a large number of 

samples before the Bayes-n chart issues an out-of-control signal (i.e. a large value for 

ANSSE0Ν) and simultaneously ii) the need to monitor as few units as possible in every 

sampling moment. 

In the case of Bayes-h and Bayes-h-n control charts, their successful operation asks for 

ATSE0Ν to take large values, namely as close as possible to Ν.hmin, while ATSE1Ν, ANSSE1Ν 

and ANOSE1Ν should take as low values as possible. The desirable behavior of ANSSE0Ν and 

ANOSE0Ν cannot be predetermined because of the two contradictory trends mentioned 

previously. 

A prerequisite for the computation of the above statistical measures is to derive the 

optimal control policy resulting from the appropriate dynamic programming model for every 

case. This means that at each stage N and for every possible discretized state of the process, 

pΝ, we should know the optinal decisions αΝ (continue or stop the production process and 

investigate), hΝ = r . hmin and nΝ-r. 
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4.1.  Average Time to Signal or End 

The most complicated Bayesian control chart for monitoring a production process is 

Bayes-h-n, because samples are not taken at specific moments, but are determined 

dynamically. The analytical formulation of ATSEi(pΝ) is complex and forces us to examine all 

possible cases regarding the successive transitions of the production process to various 

stages and potential states. 

Whenever *
ΝΝ p>p  then ATSEi(pΝ) = 0, due to the decision to stop the process and 

investigate if the assignable cause has occurred (i.e. αΝ = 1). Therefore, in what follows we 

formulate ATSEi(pΝ) only for the case where *
ΝΝ pp ≤  and αΝ = 0. 

In order to determine ATSEi(pΝ) it is necessary to compute the transition probabilities 

from every possible state pΝ at stage Ν, to every possible state pΝ-r at the following stage Ν – 

r. In other words, we need to compute the probabilities  r-NminNNNr-N n,hrh,0α,ppP  . To 

do this, states pΝ and pΝ-r of the production process have been discretized for computational 

reasons, so that at each stage N state pΝ represents all values in the interval ( )ΝΝ
p,p . Thus, 

for Bayes-h-n control chart the transition probability from any discretized state pΝ to any 

discretized state pΝ-r is determined through the following formula: 

 

 
 

















r-N

0r-N

r-N

0

r-NminNNNr-Nr-Nr-N

r-NminNNNr-N

n

σ
'Αμx

n

σ
ΑμP

n,hrh,0α,ppppP

n,hrh,0α,ppP

≤≤

≤≤  (9) 

where Α and Α’ are determined as follows: 

     

    ΝΝr-Ν

Νr-Ν

r-Ν

r-Ν

r-ΝminNNNr-Ν

pp-1γp-1

p-1γ-1p
ln

nδ

1
2

nδ
n,hrh,0α,p,pA


 , (10) 

     
    ΝΝr-Ν

Νr-Ν

r-Ν

r-Ν

r-ΝminNNNr-Ν

pp-1γp-1

p-1γ-1p
ln

nδ

1
2

nδ
n,hrh,0α,p,p'A


 . (11) 

When μ = μ0 (i.e., i = 0) then (9) is modified as follows: 
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      ΑΦ-Α'Φn,hrh,0α,ppP r-ΝminΝΝΝr-Ν  , (12) 

while if μ = μ1 (i.e., i = 1) it is modified as follows: 

      
r-Νr-Νr-ΝminΝΝΝr-Ν nδ-ΑΦ-nΑ'-δΦn,hrh,0α,ppP  . (13) 

According to the definition of ATSEi(pΝ), at the last potential sampling instant, i.e. at 

stage Ν = 1, ATSEi(p1) = h1(p1) = hmin. At the last but one potential sampling instant, namely 

at stage Ν = 2, there are two cases as far as the determination of ATSEi(p2) is concerned: 

 if h2(p2) = 2 . hmin then ATSEi(p2) = h2(p2) = 2 . hmin 

 if h2(p2) = hmin then 

 
   

    ∑

∑

≤
*
11

*
11

pp
11min1min2221

pp
min1min22212i

phh n,hh,0α,ppP

h n,hh,0α,ppPpATSE




 . (14) 

The first term of the right-hand-side of (14) computes the probability of an out-of-control 

signal at stage N = 1, which depends on: 

c. the initial state p2 of the production process at stage Ν = 2 ( *
22 pp  ), 

d. the decision α2 = 0 (which is determined by the value of p2), 

e. the time interval h2 till the next sampling and 

f. the size n1 of the next sample. 

The term that follows refers to the probability of no intervention in the production process at 

stage Ν = 1, namely α1 = 0 (which is determined by the value of p1, i.e. *
11 pp  ). 

Since ATSEi(p1) = h1(p1) = hmin, (14) is modified as follows: 

      



*
11 pp

1i1min2221min2i pATSE n,hh,0α,ppPhpATSE .  (15) 

Overall, at any stage Ν, ATSEi(pΝ) can be computed by the following recursive formula: 

        
 

 
*

rΝrΝ pp
rΝirΝminΝΝΝrΝΝNΝi pATSE n,hrh,0α,ppPphpATSE  (16) 

where ATSEi(p0) = 0. 

Regarding the computation of ATSEiΝ, formula (16) can be used again but with pΝ = 0. 
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In the case of Bayes-h control charts, the ATSEi(pΝ) determination is differentiated only 

in one point: the transition probabilities from every possible state pΝ at stage Ν, to every 

possible state pΝ-r at the following stage Ν – r do not depend on the sample size at stage Ν - r, 

i.e. r-Nn , as the sample size remains constant throughout the production run. Therefore, the 

recursive relation (16) is modified as follows: 

        
 

 
*

rΝrΝ pp
rΝiminΝΝΝrΝΝΝΝi pATSE n,hrh,0α,ppPphpATSE . (17) 

The ATSEi(pΝ) determination for Bayes-h-n control charts is not significantly different 

even when Bayes-n control charts are used. Nevertheless, the computational effort is lower, 

since the sampling interval h does not change during the production run. The simplified 

form of the recursive relation (16) is the following: 

      
 

 
*

1Ν1Ν pp
1Νi1ΝΝΝ1ΝΝi pATSE n,h,0α,ppPhpATSE . (18) 

Finally, in the case of the simple Bayes control chart (18) is simplified further: 

      ∑
≤

*
1Ν1Ν pp

1ΝiΝΝ1ΝΝi pATSE n,h,0α,ppPhpATSE  . (19) 

Similarly to Bayesian control charts, where we determine ATSEi(pΝ) only when *
ΝΝ pp ≤  

and, consequently, αΝ = 0, in one-sided static control charts we assume that at stage N either 

there is no sampling (as it happens at the beginning of the production run) or sampling does 

not issue an out-of-control signal (i.e. αΝ = 0). This assumption is necessary because we need 

the recursive computation of various statistical indices such as ATSE0Νs, at the beginning of 

the production run in order to conduct fair numerical comparisons. 

 If i = 0 at the last sampling instant (stage Ν = 1), then ATSE01s = hs. At the next-to-last 

sampling instant (stage Ν = 2), ATSE02s is determined as follows: 

 ATSE02s = hs + (1 - f) ATSE01s = hs [1 + (1 - f)] (20) 

where f is the type I error. Overall, at every stage Ν > 2 the following formula should be used 

for the computation of ATSE0Νs: 

 ATSE0Νs = hs [1 + (1 - f) + … + (1 - f)Ν-1] =   Νs f-1-1
f

h
. (21) 
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Similarly, in case i = 1 at the last sampling instant of the production run (stage Ν = 1), we 

have again ATSE11s = hs, while at the next-to-last sampling instant (stage Ν = 2), ATSE12s is 

determined through a relationship similar to (20): 

 ATSE12s = hs + b . ATSE11s = hs [1 + b] (22) 

where b is the type I error. Finally, at every stage Ν > 2 when i = 1, ATSE1Νσ should be 

determined as follows: 

 ATSE1Νs = hs [1 + b + … + bΝ-1] =  Νs b1
b-1

h
- . (23) 

 

4.2.  Average Number of Samples to Signal or End 

The analytical determination of ANSSEi(pΝ) for all Bayesian control charts is similar to 

the respective procedure of ATSEi(pΝ). For any Bayesian control chart, whenever *
ΝΝ p>p  

then ANSSEi(pΝ) = 0, due to the decision to stop the production process and investigate if 

the assignable cause has actually occurred (i.e. αΝ = 1). Therefore, in what follows we 

formulate ANSSEi(pΝ) only for the case where *
ΝΝ pp ≤  and, thus, αΝ = 0. 

Similarly to the determination of ATSEi(pΝ), in order to compute ANSSEi(pΝ) for Bayes-h-

n control charts, it is necessary to determine the transition probabilities 

 r-NminNNNr-N n,hrh,0α,ppP   from any discrete state pΝ at stage Ν, to any possible 

discrete state pΝ-r at stage Ν – r. To do so we should use formulas (10) to (13). 

According to the definition of ANSSEi(pΝ), at the last potential sampling instant (i.e. stage 

Ν = 1), it is ANSSEi(p1) = 0. At the next-to-last potential sampling instant (i.e. stage Ν = 2), 

we identify the following cases regarding the determination of ANSSEi(p2): 

 if h2(p2) = 2 . hmin then ANSSEi(p2) = 0 

 if h2(p2) = hmin then ANSSEi(p2) = 1. 

At stage Ν = 3, ANSSEi(p3) is determined as follows: 

 if h3(p3) = 3 . hmin then ANSSEi(p3) = 0 

 if h3(p3) = 2 . hmin then ANSSEi(p3) = 1 

 if h3(p3) = hmin then 
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   ∑
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22

*
22

*
22

pp
2i2min3332

pp
2i2min3332

pp
2min33323i

pANSSE n,hh,0α,ppP1

pANSSE1 n,hh,0α,ppP

 n,hh,0α,ppPpANSSE








 (24) 

Overall, if hΝ(pΝ) = Ν . hmin then ANSSEi(pΝ) = 0, while if hΝ(pΝ) = r . hmin, with r < Ν, then 

it is: 

      ∑
--   ≤

---
*

rΝrΝ pp
rΝirΝminΝΝΝrΝΝi pANSSE n,hrh,0α,ppP1pSENSA   (25) 

where ANSSEi(p0) = 0. 

Similarly to ATSEi(pΝ), the determination of ANSSEi(pΝ) for Bayes-h control charts is 

differentiated only in the computation of the transition probabilities from one state to 

another, in two successive stages/samplings. For Bayes-h charts, the transition probabilities 

do not vary with the sample size, as the latter remains constant throughout the production 

run. Therefore, the recursive formula (25) is modified as follows: 

      ∑
--   ≤

--
*

rΝrΝ pp
rΝiminΝΝΝrΝΝi pANSSE n,hrh,0α,ppP1pSENSA  , r < N (26) 

For the determination of ANSSEi(pΝ) in Bayes-n control charts, we can follow almost the 

same methodology that has been developed for Bayes-h-n control charts. The difference lies 

in the significant simplification of computational effort as the time interval h between 

successive samples does not change when Bayes-n control charts are used. The simplified 

form of the recursive relation of ANSSEi(pΝ) determination is the following: 

      ∑
--  ≤

--
*

1Ν1Ν pp
1Νi1-ΝΝΝ1ΝΝi pANSSE n,h,0α,ppP1pSENSA  , N > 1 (27) 

Finally, in the case of the simple Bayes control chart, the recursive formula (27) is 

simplified further: 

      ∑
--   ≤

--
*

1Ν1Ν pp
1ΝiΝΝ1ΝΝi pANSSE n,h,0α,ppP1pSENSA  , N > 1 (28) 

In the case of the one-sided static control chart we can determine ANSSEiΝs as has been 

done for ATSEiΝs: we assume that at any stage N either there is no assignable cause and no 
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out-of-control signal (i.e. αΝ = 0), or there is no sampling (as it happens at the beginning of 

the production run). 

If i = 0, then at the last sampling instant (stage Ν = 1) ANSSE01s = 0 and at the last but one 

sampling instant (stage Ν = 2) ANSSE02s = 1. Overall, at every stage Ν > 2, ANSSE0Νs is 

determined as follows: 

 ANSSE0Νs = 1 + (1 - f) ANSSE0(Ν-1)s = 1 + (1 - f) + … + (1 - f)Ν-2  
f

f11
1-Ν

--
 . (29) 

In case i = 1, (29) is modified as follows: 

 ANSSE1Νs = 1 + b . ANSSE1(Ν-1)s = 1 + b + … + bΝ-2

 b-1

b1 1-Ν-
 .  (30) 

Comparing (21) with (29) and (23) with (30), we find out that ANSSEiΝs and ATSEiΝs are 

related as follows: 

   1-Ν

s

Ns0

sN0 f1
h

ATSE
ANSSE   (31) 

and 

 1-Ν

s

sN1

sN1 b
h

ATSE
ANSSE  . (32) 

Moreover, as 1 - f < 1 and b < 1, for large Ν values (namely when the production process has 

reached steady state) the last formulas are simplified to the following: 

 
s

sN0
sN0 h

ATSE
ANSSE   (33) 

and 

 
s

sN1
sN1 h

ATSE
ANSSE  . (34) 

These statistical indices are related in a similar way also for Bayes-n and Bayes control 

charts (where h is constant), in case the production process has reached steady state (i.e. for 

large Ν values): 

    
h

pATSE
pSENSA Νi

Νi  . (35) 
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4.3.  Average Number of Observations to Signal or End 

The derivation of ANOSEi(pΝ) is slightly different from that of ANSSEi(pΝ). For any 

Bayesian control chart, ANOSEi(pΝ) = 0 for *
ΝΝ p>p , due to the decision to stop the 

production and search for the assignable cause (αΝ = 1). Therefore, we derive ANOSEi(pΝ) 

only for *
ΝΝ pp ≤  and αΝ = 0. 

To determine ANOSEi(pΝ) for Bayes-h-n control charts, it is necessary to compute first 

the transition probabilities  rNminNNNrN n,hrh,0α,ppP --   from any discrete state pΝ at 

stage Ν, to any possible state pΝ-r at stage Ν – r, using (10) to (13). 

Taking into consideration the definition of ANOSEi(pΝ), at the last potential sampling 

instant (Ν = 1) ANOSEi(p1) = 0. At the next-to-last potential sampling instant (Ν = 2), there 

are two cases: 

 if h2(p2) = 2 . hmin then ANOSEi(p2) = 0 

 if h2(p2) = hmin then ANOSEi(p2) = n1(p2). 

At stage Ν = 3, ANOSEi(p3) is determined as follows: 

 if h3(p3) = 3 . hmin then ANOSEi(p3) = 0 

 if h3(p3) = 2 . hmin then ANOSEi(p3) = n1(p3) 

 if h3(p3) = hmin then 

 

     

      

     ∑

∑

∑

 ≤

 ≤

*
22

*
22

*
22

pp
2i2min333232

pp
2i322min3332

pp
322min33323i

pANOSE n,hh,0α,ppPpn

pANOSEpn n,hh,0α,ppP

pn n,hh,0α,ppPpANOSE








. (36) 

In general, if hΝ(pΝ) = Ν . hmin then ANOSEi(pΝ) = 0, while if hΝ(pΝ) = r . hmin, with r < Ν, 

the following recursive formula should be used for ANOSEi(pΝ): 

       ∑
--  ≤

----
*

rNrN pp
rNirNminNNNrNNrNNi pANOSE n,hrh,0α,ppPpnpSENOA   (37) 

where ANOSEi(p0) = 0 and n0(pN) = 0. 

In the case of Bayes-n control chart the recursive formula (37) is modified as follows: 
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        ∑
--  ≤

----
*

1Ν1Ν pp
1Νi1ΝΝΝ1ΝΝ1ΝΝi pANOSE n,h,0α,ppPpnpSENOA  , N > 1 (38) 

For Bayes-h and Bayes x  control charts, the simplest way of determining ANOSEi(pΝ) is 

through the following relation: 

    ΝiΝi pSENSAnpSENOA   (39) 

where n denotes the sample size which does not change during the production run. 

Alternatively, for the ANOSEi(pΝ) determination one can use the same methodology that 

has been developed for Bayes-h-n control charts. More specifically, for Bayes-h control chart 

the recursive relation (37) is modified as follows: 

      ∑
--  ≤

--
*

rΝrΝ pp
rΝiminΝΝΝrΝΝi pANOSE n,hrh,0α,ppPnpSENOA  , r < N (40) 

Regarding the simplest Bayesian control chart, (40) is simplified further: 

      ∑
--  ≤

--
*

1Ν1Ν pp
1ΝiΝΝ1ΝΝi pANOSE n,h,0α,ppPnpSENOA  , N > 1 (41) 

Finally, for the corresponding static, one-sided x  control chart, ANOSEi1s = 0 at stage Ν = 

1, while at stage Ν = 2 we have ANOSEi1s = ns. At any stage Ν > 2 the following relations 

should be used for ANOSE0Νs and ANOSE1Νs, respectively: 

 ANOSE0Νs = ns + (1 - f) ANOSE0(Ν-1)s = ns . ANSSE0Νs (42) 

 ANOSE1Νs = ns + b . ANOSE1(Ν-1)s = ns . ANSSE1Νs (43) 

 

5. Numerical Investigation and Comparisons 

In this section we evaluate the statistical performance of economically designed Bayesian 

x  control charts. In order to conduct the numerical investigation and comparisons we 

studied the same 25 cases that were used by Tagaras and Nikolaidis (2002), where the 

production run lasts for H = 80 time units and the sampling and inspection cost is c = 1. 

Note that the value of c is very often set equal to 1 in literature (Park and Reynolds, 1999, 

Tagaras, 1996, Heikes et al., 1974, etc.) because it is used as a “base cost” (Tagaras, 1994); in 

other words, examining larger (lower) values of c would be equivalent to examining lower 
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(larger) values of L0, L1 and M (Baker, 1971). Table 1 presents the combinations of the 

remaining process parameters and cost elements. 

Table 1:  Production process parameters and cost elements for the 25 cases 

Cases L0 L1 M δ ν 
1 50 50 10 1 0.001 
2 50 50 100 1 0.001 
3 50 500 100 1 0.001 
4 50 500 500 1 0.001 
5 100 150 100 1 0.001 
6 50 50 10 0.5 0.01 
7 50 50 100 0.5 0.01 
8 50 500 100 0.5 0.01 
9 50 500 500 0.5 0.01 
10 100 150 100 0.5 0.01 
11 50 50 10 1 0.01 
12 50 50 100 1 0.01 
13 50 500 100 1 0.01 
14 50 500 500 1 0.01 
15 100 150 100 1 0.01 
16 50 50 10 2 0.01 
17 50 50 100 2 0.01 
18 50 500 100 2 0.01 
19 50 500 500 2 0.01 
20 100 150 100 2 0.01 
21 50 50 10 1 0.05 
22 50 50 100 1 0.05 
23 50 500 100 1 0.05 
24 50 500 500 1 0.05 
25 100 150 100 1 0.05 

 

A necessary first step for the Bayesian control charts’ evaluation is to determine the 

optimal parameters of the one-sided static x  control chart, namely hs, ns and ks (Table 2). 

Based on the sampling interval hs of each one of the examined cases, we computed the 

number of stages (i.e. sampling instants) N’ of the studied production processes, when 

studied with a static x  chart. Using the relations f = Φ(-k) and  kδΦ1b  n  we 

computed the type I and II errors of the control chart. 
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Table 2:  Design parameters, type I and II errors of the one-sided static x  control chart 

Case hs ns ks Ν’ f b 

1 40.00 5 1.7 2 0.0446 0.2960 
2 11.43 6 1.6 7 0.0548 0.1978 
3 13.33 7 1.6 6 0.0548 0.1478 
4 5.00 6 1.6 16 0.0548 0.1978 
5 13.33 8 1.9 6 0.0287 0.1766 
6 20.00 8 0.8 4 0.2119 0.2695 
7 5.33 10 0.9 15 0.1841 0.2479 
8 6.15 11 0.8 13 0.2119 0.1954 
9 2.22 10 0.9 36 0.1841 0.2479 
10 6.67 18 1.3 12 0.0968 0.2057 
11 13.33 6 1.6 6 0.0548 0.1978 
12 3.64 6 1.6 22 0.0548 0.1978 
13 3.81 6 1.6 21 0.0548 0.1978 
14 1.57 6 1.6 51 0.0548 0.1978 
15 4.21 8 1.9 19 0.0287 0.1766 
16 8.89 3 2.2 9 0.0139 0.1031 
17 2.42 3 2.3 33 0.0107 0.1222 
18 2.67 3 2.3 30 0.0107 0.1222 
19 1.08 3 2.3 74 0.0107 0.1222 
20 2.35 3 2.5 34 0.0062 0.1675 
21 7.27 5 1.4 11 0.0808 0.2016 
22 1.67 6 1.6 48 0.0548 0.1978 
23 2.05 6 1.6 39 0.0548 0.1978 
24 0.73 6 1.6 110 0.0548 0.1978 
25 1.95 8 1.9 41 0.0287 0.1766 

 

Using the formulas of Section 4 we computed the statistical indices of all control charts, 

namely the static, Bayes, Bayes-h, Bayes-n and Bayes-h-n, for both the in-control and the 

out-of-control state of the production process, i.e. for i  I. The results of the statistical 

performance evaluation of all charts using the respective economically optimal policies, 

based on the values of the statistical indices at the beginning of the production run, are 

presented in the following tables. Regarding the economically optimal control policies of 

Bayesian charts, it should be mentioned that the allowable set of n values was {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 

if ns ≤ 6; {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11} if 6 < ns ≤ 11; {2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17} for ns = 18, while the allowable 

values of h were {0.25hs, 0.5hs, 0.75hs, hs, 1.5hs, 2hs}, i.e., hmin = 0.25hs. 
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Table 3:  Comparison of ATSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = 0 

Case ATSE0N’s ATSE0N’ Δ ATSE0N’h Δh ATSE0N’n Δn ATSE0N’hn Δhn 

1 78.22 78.21 0.0% 78.78 0.7% 78.21 0.0% 79.05 1.1% 
2 67.99 69.17 1.7% 72.87 7.2% 74.68 9.8% 74.81 10.0% 
3 69.81 68.93 -1.3% 75.43 8.0% 76.27 9.3% 75.03 7.5% 
4 54.21 52.75 -2.7% 63.47 17.1% 68.03 25.5% 67.94 25.3% 
5 74.47 75.05 0.8% 76.66 2.9% 78.08 4.8% 78.13 4.9% 
6 57.98 56.72 -2.2% 60.47 4.3% 60.02 3.5% 60.48 4.3% 
7 27.61 26.20 -5.1% 33.33 20.7% 36.16 31.0% 35.28 27.8% 
8 27.73 25.26 -8.9% 32.75 18.1% 35.78 29.0% 34.25 23.5% 
9 12.07 11.97 -0.8% 16.69 38.3% 19.32 60.2% 19.33 60.2% 
10 48.57 46.34 -4.6% 53.83 10.8% 57.86 19.1% 58.13 19.7% 
11 69.81 69.59 -0.3% 72.27 3.5% 73.69 5.6% 73.56 5.4% 
12 47.15 49.39 4.8% 57.64 22.3% 62.77 33.1% 62.99 33.6% 
13 48.23 49.22 2.0% 57.78 19.8% 62.96 30.5% 63.03 30.7% 
14 27.01 26.53 -1.8% 40.37 49.5% 48.89 81.0% 48.13 78.2% 
15 62.33 63.97 2.6% 68.59 10.0% 72.90 17.0% 73.08 17.2% 
16 75.69 73.85 -2.4% 77.15 1.9% 74.88 -1.1% 77.22 2.0% 
17 67.68 61.63 -8.9% 71.56 5.7% 68.97 1.9% 72.60 7.3% 
18 68.72 61.59 -10.4% 71.38 3.9% 68.46 -0.4% 72.65 5.7% 
19 55.42 45.14 -18.5% 62.35 12.5% 56.74 2.4% 65.06 17.4% 
20 72.32 72.47 0.2% 75.50 4.4% 75.80 4.8% 77.23 6.8% 
21 54.39 55.05 1.2% 58.74 8.0% 62.40 14.7% 60.32 10.9% 
22 28.38 26.53 -6.5% 38.86 36.9% 46.00 62.1% 45.32 59.7% 
23 33.28 29.19 -12.3% 40.96 23.1% 47.72 43.4% 46.71 40.4% 
24 13.24 12.82 -3.2% 21.87 65.1% 29.16 120.1% 28.77 117.2% 
25 47.37 46.72 -1.4% 56.26 18.8% 63.15 33.3% 63.36 33.7% 

 

In Table 3 we present not only ATSE0Ν’s, ATSE0Ν’, ATSE0Ν’h, ATSE0Ν’n and ATSE0Ν’hn (for 

the static, Bayes, Bayes-h, Bayes-n and Bayes-h-n control charts respectively), but also the 

percentage increases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with ATSE0Ν’s. Note that these results 

refer to a production process which is in state i = 0 for its entire duration. We notice that 

Bayes-n and Bayes-h-n control charts outperform the one-sided static x  control chart in all 

cases, as they exhibit higher ATSE values. However, the Bayes control chart is inferior to its 

static counterpart in 17 of the 25 cases. 

Focusing on the percentage increases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn, we observe that Bayes-h-n chart 

provides the maximum improvement of ATSE in 15 cases, while Bayes-n chart in the 
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remaining cases. The average percentage increase of ATSE for Bayes-h-n chart is 26%, the 

minimum value 1.1% and the maximum 60.2%. As for the Bayes-n chart, the average 

percentage increase of ATSE is comparable, namely 25.6%, despite the fact that Δn is larger 

than Δhn only in 10 of 25 cases. Finally, we notice that Bayes-n performs better than Bayes-h 

chart in terns of ATSE, because Δn > Δh in 19 cases, namely in all cases apart from those 

where δ = 2. 

Table 4:  Comparison of ATSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = 1 

Case ATSE1N’s ATSE1N’ Δ ATSE1N’h Δh ATSE1N’n Δn ATSE1N’hn Δhn 

1 51.84 51.82 0.0% 50.99 1.6% 51.82 0.0% 42.79 17.4% 
2 14.25 14.56 -2.2% 14.64 -2.8% 11.08 22.2% 14.48 -1.6% 
3 15.65 16.35 -4.5% 15.07 3.7% 11.88 24.0% 13.70 12.5% 
4 6.23 6.19 0.7% 6.46 -3.7% 5.15 17.3% 6.57 -5.3% 
5 16.19 16.40 -1.3% 16.68 -3.0% 12.43 23.3% 14.21 12.3% 
6 27.24 26.84 1.4% 26.33 3.3% 24.77 9.0% 26.70 2.0% 
7 7.09 6.93 2.2% 7.29 -2.8% 6.79 4.2% 7.47 -5.4% 
8 7.65 7.18 6.1% 8.01 -4.7% 7.10 7.1% 7.62 0.4% 
9 2.95 3.04 -2.7% 3.12 -5.6% 2.97 -0.4% 3.25 -10.0% 
10 8.39 8.24 1.9% 8.70 -3.7% 7.27 13.3% 8.74 -4.1% 
11 16.62 16.54 0.5% 16.51 0.7% 12.18 26.7% 15.18 8.6% 
12 4.53 4.49 1.0% 4.66 -2.7% 3.53 22.1% 4.62 -1.8% 
13 4.75 4.82 -1.5% 4.84 -2.0% 3.65 23.2% 4.79 -0.9% 
14 1.96 1.92 2.0% 2.03 -3.7% 1.57 19.8% 2.03 -3.7% 
15 5.11 4.98 2.6% 5.27 -3.1% 3.91 23.5% 4.47 12.5% 
16 9.91 8.88 10.4% 8.06 18.7% 8.80 11.2% 9.14 7.8% 
17 2.76 2.49 9.8% 2.81 -1.8% 2.16 21.7% 2.57 6.8% 
18 3.04 2.70 11.2% 3.06 -0.8% 2.35 22.5% 2.79 8.1% 
19 1.23 1.16 6.1% 1.26 -2.1% 1.01 18.4% 1.16 5.8% 
20 2.83 2.90 -2.5% 2.83 -0.2% 2.22 21.4% 2.59 8.3% 
21 9.11 9.30 -2.1% 9.31 -2.2% 6.77 25.7% 8.27 9.2% 
22 2.08 2.00 3.8% 2.12 -2.2% 1.62 22.1% 2.11 -1.4% 
23 2.56 2.35 8.1% 2.56 -0.2% 1.91 25.5% 2.52 1.6% 
24 0.91 0.88 3.2% 0.94 -3.3% 0.72 20.8% 0.93 -2.7% 
25 2.37 2.29 3.2% 2.44 -2.8% 1.83 22.7% 2.09 11.8% 

 

In terms of a process which begins in state i = 1, ATSE1Ν’s, ATSE1Ν’, ATSE1Ν’h, ATSE1Ν’n and 

ATSE1Ν’hn, as well as the percentage decreases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with ATSE1Ν’s, 

are presented in Table 4. Apart from case 9 (where Δn < 0), Bayes-n chart ensures a timely 
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detection of the assignable cause (the average ATSE1Ν’n is 17.9%). The other Bayesian charts 

do not exhibit a consistent trend with regard to ATSE in comparison with the static 

counterpart: in particular Bayes-h chart is in most cases (20 out of 25) inferior to the static 

control chart (i.e. Δh < 0), while Bayes control chart outperforms the static one in 18 cases. 

However, even when the statistical performance of the one-sided static x  control chart is 

better than the performance of any Bayesian chart, the difference between them is almost 

insignificant: only in 7 cases is the percentage decrease lower than -4%, while the average 

percentage decrease is -2.8%. 

The average number of samples ANSSE0Ν’s, ANSSE0Ν’, ANSSE0Ν’h, ANSSE0Ν’n and 

ANSSE0Ν’hn, as well as the percentage increases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with 

ANSSE0Ν’s, for a production process which is not affected by an assignable cause throughout 

its duration (i.e. i = 0) are presented in Table 5. We observe a clear trend of taking many 

more samples until the false indication of an assignable cause when any type of Bayesian 

control chart is used (except for only 4 cases of the simple Bayes chart), compared to the 

static x  chart. When a Bayes-n chart is used there is no doubt that this trend is positive, 

because in this case ANSSE0Ν’n must be as close as possible to Ν’ – 1, as mentioned is Section 

4. For Bayes-h and Bayes-h-n control charts, the two contradictory aims mentioned earlier 

should be considered: i) the aim to reduce false alarms pushes ANSSE0Ν’h and ANSSE0Ν’hn to 

large values, while ii) the aim to monitor as few units as possible in every sample asks for low 

values of ANSSE0Ν’h and ANSSE0Ν’hn, when the production process is in state i = 0. Apart 

from only two cases, the highest percentage increase of ANSSE is observed when Bayes-n 

chart is used, while ANSSE0Ν’h and ANSSE0Ν’hn take lower values than ANSSE0Ν’n. 

For a production process which starts and continues its operation in state i = 1 until the 

end of the run, Table 6 contains ANSSE1Ν’s, ANSSE1Ν’, ANSSE1Ν’h, ANSSE1Ν’n and ANSSE1Ν’hn, 

as well as the percentage decreases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with ANSSE1Ν’s. It is 

obvious that no Bayesian x  control chart performs better than the static one. However, 

despite the large negative values of Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn (the average Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn are -8.6%, 

-44.5%, -182.1% and -123.5% respectively), the differences in ANSSE absolute values are not 
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significant: the average ANSSE for the 25 examined cases are ANSSE1Ν’ = 1.32, ANSSE1Ν’h = 

1.77, ANSSE1Ν’n = 3.49 and ANSSE1Ν’hn = 2.73. 

Table 5:  Comparison of ANSSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = ο 
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1 1.00 1.00 0.0% 1.21 21.2% 1.00 0.0% 2.81 180.7% 
2 5.24 5.31 1.5% 7.54 44.0% 25.27 382.7% 15.13 188.9% 
3 4.48 4.43 -1.2% 5.30 18.4% 21.60 382.1% 12.47 178.2% 
4 10.41 11.47 10.1% 15.83 52.1% 53.71 415.8% 32.69 213.9% 
5 4.72 4.75 0.6% 6.47 37.0% 22.47 376.0% 13.96 195.7% 
6 2.41 2.38 -1.3% 3.81 58.0% 8.47 251.6% 4.37 81.4% 
7 5.12 5.53 8.0% 9.54 86.4% 26.98 427.1% 18.13 254.2% 
8 4.45 5.32 19.7% 8.54 91.9% 23.03 417.7% 11.09 149.3% 
9 5.43 5.84 7.5% 11.49 111.6% 34.76 540.3% 24.79 356.6% 
10 6.96 7.24 4.0% 11.43 64.2% 34.22 391.7% 22.34 221.0% 
11 4.48 4.46 -0.4% 6.25 39.5% 21.26 374.4% 10.66 137.8% 
12 12.66 13.86 9.5% 21.02 66.0% 68.45 440.6% 42.17 233.1% 
13 12.34 12.56 1.8% 19.87 61.0% 65.45 430.5% 39.76 222.3% 
14 17.16 19.51 13.7% 34.54 101.3% 124.15 623.6% 76.25 344.4% 
15 14.21 15.36 8.1% 20.98 47.6% 68.41 381.3% 46.25 225.4% 
16 7.62 10.22 34.1% 10.58 38.8% 10.35 35.8% 13.71 79.8% 
17 27.21 33.32 22.4% 33.44 22.9% 65.65 141.3% 50.29 84.8% 
18 25.04 30.20 20.6% 30.46 21.7% 58.31 132.9% 45.57 82.0% 
19 50.80 52.76 3.8% 65.65 29.2% 116.54 129.4% 99.68 96.2% 
20 29.92 29.07 -2.8% 35.39 18.3% 75.85 153.5% 54.02 80.5% 
21 7.05 7.11 0.9% 12.03 70.7% 33.72 378.4% 13.68 94.1% 
22 16.96 18.51 9.2% 31.63 86.6% 110.12 549.4% 68.18 302.1% 
23 16.10 17.06 5.9% 27.74 72.3% 92.72 475.7% 56.57 251.2% 
24 18.21 20.68 13.5% 40.66 123.3% 160.28 780.2% 101.02 454.8% 
25 23.97 26.56 10.8% 37.55 56.7% 128.84 437.6% 88.81 270.5% 
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Table 6:  Comparison of ANSSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = 1 
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1 1.00 1.00 0.0% 1.47 -47.1% 1.00 0.0% 2.73 -172.7% 
2 1.25 1.27 -2.2% 1.86 -49.5% 3.88 -211.1% 2.94 -135.8% 
3 1.17 1.23 -4.5% 1.36 -15.8% 3.57 -203.8% 2.94 -150.9% 
4 1.25 1.39 -11.7% 1.87 -50.2% 4.12 -230.7% 3.01 -141.3% 
5 1.21 1.23 -1.3% 1.82 -49.6% 3.73 -207.0% 3.10 -155.2% 
6 1.34 1.33 0.9% 1.89 -41.1% 3.71 -176.5% 2.02 -50.3% 
7 1.33 1.47 -10.8% 2.00 -50.2% 5.09 -283.1% 3.41 -156.8% 
8 1.24 1.53 -22.8% 1.87 -50.3% 4.62 -271.4% 2.54 -104.6% 
9 1.33 1.48 -11.3% 2.08 -56.1% 5.34 -301.6% 3.62 -172.6% 
10 1.26 1.34 -6.3% 1.90 -51.1% 4.36 -246.6% 3.10 -146.1% 
11 1.25 1.24 0.5% 1.74 -40.0% 3.65 -193.1% 2.43 -95.1% 
12 1.25 1.29 -3.5% 1.86 -49.0% 3.88 -211.6% 2.91 -133.7% 
13 1.25 1.27 -1.5% 1.84 -47.5% 3.83 -207.3% 2.88 -131.2% 
14 1.25 1.41 -13.4% 1.88 -51.2% 4.00 -220.6% 2.99 -139.9% 
15 1.21 1.25 -2.5% 1.82 -50.0% 3.72 -206.1% 3.10 -155.2% 
16 1.11 1.33 -19.5% 1.52 -36.4% 1.32 -18.4% 2.01 -80.2% 
17 1.14 1.37 -20.3% 1.52 -33.3% 2.08 -82.7% 2.09 -83.8% 
18 1.14 1.35 -18.4% 1.49 -30.9% 2.03 -78.2% 2.06 -80.9% 
19 1.14 1.36 -19.2% 1.52 -33.4% 2.07 -82.0% 2.12 -85.9% 
20 1.20 1.19 0.5% 1.68 -40.2% 2.25 -87.3% 2.25 -87.3% 
21 1.25 1.28 -2.1% 1.91 -52.4% 3.72 -197.3% 2.25 -79.9% 
22 1.25 1.40 -12.2% 1.83 -46.7% 3.88 -211.6% 2.89 -132.1% 
23 1.25 1.38 -10.8% 1.78 -42.4% 3.72 -198.0% 2.78 -122.7% 
24 1.25 1.41 -13.5% 1.87 -49.7% 3.95 -216.8% 2.95 -137.0% 
25 1.21 1.32 -8.6% 1.80 -48.1% 3.75 -209.1% 3.12 -156.8% 

 

The statistical behavior of a production process in state i = 0 throughout its duration can 

also be studied through ANOSE0Ν’, ANOSE0Ν’h, ANOSE0Ν’n and ANOSE0Ν’hn. These indices as 

well as the percentage increases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with ANOSE0Ν’s are 

presented in Table 7. Recalling the clear trend of taking more samples when i = 0 until the 

false alarm, when Bayesian control charts are used instead of the static x  chart, we notice 

that the sampled units are few only when δ is large (e.g. δ = 2 - cases 16 to 20). In other 

words, for large δ the values of ANOSE0Ν’h, ANOSE0Ν’n and ANOSE0Ν’hn are low, in 
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comparison with ANOSE0Ν’s or, equivalently, Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn are negative; this means that 

when δ is large the economic optimization of Bayesian x  control charts requires frequent 

samples with small sample sizes. In all the other cases, when i = 0, the tendency of taking 

many samples until the false alarm, when using Bayes-h, Bayes-n and Bayes-h-n charts, is 

combined with a trend to sample a lot of units. This is more pronounced when Bayes-n chart 

is used: in 22 out of the 25 examined cases, Δn takes the maximum value. 

Table 7:  Comparison of ANΟSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = ο 
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1 5.00 5.00 0.0% 4.85 -3.1% 5.00 0.0% 5.43 8.5% 
2 31.41 31.89 1.5% 30.16 -4.0% 40.21 28.0% 30.54 -2.8% 
3 31.37 26.56 -15.3% 37.13 18.4% 36.77 17.2% 28.04 -10.6% 
4 62.48 57.33 -8.2% 63.34 1.4% 82.34 31.8% 64.54 3.3% 
5 37.77 38.00 0.6% 32.34 -14.4% 40.98 8.5% 32.67 -13.5% 
6 19.27 19.02 -1.3% 22.83 18.5% 24.65 27.9% 21.98 14.0% 
7 51.18 49.73 -2.8% 66.79 30.5% 78.43 53.2% 69.92 36.6% 
8 48.94 42.59 -13.0% 59.77 22.1% 71.84 46.8% 63.79 30.3% 
9 54.29 52.53 -3.2% 80.42 48.1% 100.24 84.7% 92.94 71.2% 
10 125.27 115.84 -7.5% 125.70 0.3% 155.30 24.0% 135.24 8.0% 
11 26.89 26.78 -0.4% 25.00 -7.0% 33.87 26.0% 24.66 -8.3% 
12 75.96 83.15 9.5% 84.09 10.7% 112.29 47.8% 88.19 16.1% 
13 74.02 75.35 1.8% 79.46 7.4% 106.49 43.9% 82.62 11.6% 
14 102.95 97.53 -5.3% 138.15 34.2% 200.06 94.3% 154.84 50.4% 
15 113.70 122.90 8.1% 104.88 -7.8% 129.85 14.2% 109.52 -3.7% 
16 22.86 20.44 -10.6% 21.16 -7.5% 21.02 -8.0% 16.93 -25.9% 
17 81.63 66.63 -18.4% 66.89 -18.1% 80.77 -1.0% 60.57 -25.8% 
18 75.12 60.40 -19.6% 60.93 -18.9% 72.07 -4.1% 55.16 -26.6% 
19 152.41 105.52 -30.8% 131.30 -13.9% 142.60 -6.4% 119.30 -21.7% 
20 89.77 87.22 -2.8% 70.77 -21.2% 93.69 4.4% 66.06 -26.4% 
21 35.24 35.56 0.9% 36.09 2.4% 51.39 45.8% 37.99 7.8% 
22 101.75 92.57 -9.0% 126.54 24.4% 180.56 77.5% 141.10 38.7% 
23 96.63 85.29 -11.7% 110.97 14.8% 155.81 61.2% 122.93 27.2% 
24 109.26 103.38 -5.4% 162.66 48.9% 261.77 139.6% 206.72 89.2% 
25 191.73 185.90 -3.0% 187.77 -2.1% 241.12 25.8% 205.32 7.1% 
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Table 8:  Comparison of ANΟSE values between the one-sided static x  control chart and the 

various types of Bayesian control charts, for i = 1 
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1 5.00 5.00 0.0% 5.89 -17.7% 5.00 0.0% 8.07 -61.5% 
2 7.48 7.65 -2.2% 7.45 0.3% 9.99 -33.6% 9.08 -21.5% 
3 8.21 7.36 10.4% 9.51 -15.8% 10.51 -27.9% 10.00 -21.7% 
4 7.48 6.96 6.9% 7.49 -0.1% 10.07 -34.6% 9.08 -21.4% 
5 9.71 9.84 -1.3% 9.08 6.5% 13.31 -37.0% 12.76 -31.3% 
6 10.74 10.64 0.9% 11.37 -5.9% 12.59 -17.3% 11.15 -3.9% 
7 13.30 13.26 0.3% 13.98 -5.1% 17.19 -29.3% 15.48 -16.4% 
8 13.67 12.21 10.7% 13.08 4.4% 16.53 -20.9% 14.86 -8.7% 
9 13.30 13.32 -0.2% 14.53 -9.3% 18.08 -36.0% 16.58 -24.7% 
10 22.66 21.41 5.5% 20.93 7.6% 27.38 -20.8% 25.11 -10.8% 
11 7.48 7.44 0.5% 6.98 6.7% 9.30 -24.4% 8.25 -10.3% 
12 7.48 7.74 -3.5% 7.43 0.7% 9.95 -33.1% 9.04 -20.9% 
13 7.48 7.59 -1.5% 7.35 1.7% 9.87 -32.0% 8.97 -19.9% 
14 7.48 7.07 5.5% 7.54 -0.8% 10.14 -35.5% 9.14 -22.2% 
15 9.72 9.96 -2.5% 9.11 6.3% 13.07 -34.5% 12.56 -29.2% 
16 3.34 2.66 20.4% 3.04 9.0% 3.02 9.8% 3.43 -2.7% 
17 3.42 2.74 19.8% 3.04 11.2% 3.89 -13.9% 3.90 -14.1% 
18 3.42 2.70 21.1% 2.98 12.7% 3.81 -11.5% 3.88 -13.6% 
19 3.42 2.72 20.5% 3.04 11.0% 3.87 -13.4% 3.99 -16.7% 
20 3.60 3.58 0.5% 3.37 6.5% 4.86 -34.7% 4.69 -30.3% 
21 6.26 6.39 -2.1% 5.73 8.5% 7.82 -24.9% 6.50 -3.8% 
22 7.48 6.99 6.5% 7.31 2.2% 9.78 -30.8% 8.80 -17.6% 
23 7.48 6.90 7.7% 7.10 5.0% 9.56 -27.8% 8.59 -14.8% 
24 7.48 7.07 5.4% 7.47 0.2% 10.02 -34.0% 9.06 -21.1% 
25 9.72 9.24 4.9% 8.99 7.4% 12.28 -26.3% 11.73 -20.8% 

 

The statistical behavior of a production process which is in state i = 1 from the beginning, 

can be studied through ANOSE1Ν’s, ANOSE1Ν’, ANOSE1Ν’h, ANOSE1Ν’n and ANOSE1Ν’hn, as well 

as with the percentage decreases Δ, Δh, Δn and Δhn in comparison with ANOSE1Ν’s (Table 8). 

We note that an actual assignable cause is detected with a lower ANOSE, compared to the 

static chart, only when Bayes and Bayes-h charts are used. More specifically, Δ is largest in 15 

cases, while Δh in 10 out of 25 cases. Recalling that ANSSE1N’ and ANSSE1N’h are larger than 

ANSSE1N’s, we conclude that even if we take many samples before the detection of the 
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existing assignable cause, the number of sampled units is lower than the respective number 

when the static x  control chart is used. 

On the other hand, Bayes-n and Bayes-h-n control charts exhibit worse statistical 

performance compared to the one-sided static x  chart and to Bayes and Bayes-h charts. 

Similarly to what happens when i = 0, the fact that ANSSE1N’n is maximum in 19 cases, 

reflects also on ANOSE1N’n which is maximum in 20 cases. Therefore, whenever i = 1, Bayes-n 

chart is the worst Bayesian chart when the statistical performance evaluation criterion is 

ANOSE. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper we study the statistical performance of a variety of economically optimal 

Bayesian control charts. We develop three statistical indices, which can provide information 

about the statistical properties of a production monitoring mechanism. Then, through our 

comparative numerical study, we evaluate the statistical performance of the aforementioned 

charts. 

The main conclusions that can be drawn from our extensive numerical investigation are 

summarized in Table 9. It is worth pointing out that in most cases the Bayes-n x  control 

chart (constant h) outperforms the Bayes-h chart (constant n). Note that this observation is 

remarkably robust in the various cost elements. Thus, if a Quality Assurance manager prefers 

for simplicity only one design parameter to be variable during the production process, from a 

statistical point of view it is preferable to vary the sample size n rather than the sampling 

interval h. However, this preference is contradictory to the optimal decision when the 

predominant performance criterion is economic. In other words, the economic optimization 

of Bayesian control charts does not guarantee their optimal statistical performance. This 

conclusion is certainly expected as it is in agreement with analogous findings in the context 

of design of simple Shewhart and other conventional control charts. 
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Table 9:  Summary of the economically optimal control charts exhibiting the best statistical 

performance  

State 
Statistical index 

i = 0 (in-control) i = 1 (out-of-control) 

ATSE Bayes-n / Bayes-h-n Bayes-n 
ANSSE Bayes-n static 
ANOSE Bayes-n Bayes / Bayes-h 

 

With regard to future research, an interesting extension of the current study could be the 

development of Bayesian control charts, when an economic-statistical design is preferred. An 

approach like this would reduce the disadvantages of the pure economic deteremination of 

design parameters, which is often based on costs of questionable accuracy. At the same time, 

it would also take into account the statistical properties of the Bayesian charts, which often 

have great importance in practice. 
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